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Abstract
NPCs (Non-Player Characters) are a staple of video games,
filling all kinds of supporting roles. This work seeks to flip
that paradigm and place the player in the role of support for
the goals of a small collection of NPCs enabling a new kind
of AI-driven gameplay. Built on a world simulation where
NPCs can take action according to their goals and knowledge
of the world state and a conversation space in which the NPC
is able to report their actions and exchange information with
the player, this prototype AI-based game design explores a
new player-NPC interaction in which player conversational
actions indirectly influence the NPC simulation. In this paper
we discuss the architecture, provide a design postmortem, and
report the results of play testing.

Introduction
Few video games are complete without a host of non-player
characters (NPCs) to accompany the player on their jour-
ney through the game’s strange world. Some are quirky and
loud, brimming with personality and acting as the main cast
of the story. Others provide a sense of background presence,
serving as “extras” in the game world, such as the towns-
people found in many RPGs. Many NPCs provide direction
for the player by offering quests, directly asking the player
to accomplish specific tasks for them, ranging from killing
monsters, to collecting objects, to saving the world.

But what if NPCs wanted advisors and not gophers? What
would a game look like if the NPCs didn’t want the player
to collect ten apples for them, but instead just wanted to fig-
ure out where they could get those apples? What if the game
focused on helping NPCs by providing information and di-
rection?

Enabling this kind of gameplay is the focus of this work.
Crosston Tavern is a prototype AI-based game centered
around helping a small cast of NPCs find love, friendship,
and good food. The player takes the role of a tavern keeper
with a small group of townies who are their regular cus-
tomers. Every evening these townies wander in, order food,
and share their struggles and dreams with the player. And
every evening, it is up to the player to share stories of other
townies or provide suggestions as to what they might try
next to help their goals. During the simulated day, these
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townies wander their world trying actions based on what
they know and what they have been told with the hopes of
fulfilling their dreams.

This work seeks to flip the standard paradigm of player-
NPC interaction. Instead of stationary or scripted NPCs pro-
viding support to the player’s goals, here we explore the
player providing support to autonomous, goal-driven NPCs,
exploring an AI-based game design whose main gameplay
loop is organized around AI interaction (Treanor et al. 2015;
Eladhari 2015). In the remainder of this paper we discuss re-
lated work, describe the gameplay, provide a description of
the architecture, and evaluation results from playtesting.

Related Work
Crosston Tavern borrows its setting from the Farming Sim-
ulation (Farming Sim) genre of video games. This genre
is characterized by playing as a newcomer to a small, ru-
ral town. Usually, the player character has just inherited
the (now heavily dilapidated) family farm from a deceased
grandfather (Amccus 1996; ConcernedApe 2016; Interac-
tive 2007; AQL 2021). Cleaning up and rebuilding this farm
becomes the player’s initial goal. Additionally, the player is
encouraged to meet, befriend, and romance the other towns-
people.

These social and resource mechanics became the inspi-
ration for the actions available to NPCs in Crosston Tav-
ern’s world simulation. NPCs want to form interpersonal re-
lationships with one another. Each NPC has also has a “pro-
fession” related goal, which is somewhat analogous to the
player’s “fixing up the farm” goal. The characters have ac-
cess to such actions as talking to each other and giving one
another gifts (just as the player can talk to and give gifts to
NPCs in farming sims), tending their crops, fishing in rivers,
and foraging for wild harvestables.

Many video games are built on top of agent-based sim-
ulation systems of some sort, such as the games of the
Sims franchise (Maxis 2014). In these games, play revolves
around directing a set of semi-autonomous characters (called
sims) in a simulated world. Crosston Tavern is similarly built
on a simulation. Like the sims, characters form relationships
with each other over platonic and romantic dimensions and
work to fulfill certain personal goals. However, where the
player can directly select the actions of sims, in Crosston
Tavern the player indirectly influences their actions through
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conversation.
The story generator Tale-Spin (Meehan 1977) makes use

of means-ends problem solving to simulate the the behav-
ior of characters. The resulting stories are the problem solv-
ing traces of the characters. Like Crosston Tavern, charac-
ters within the Tale-Spin simulations have goals and are able
to reason about the state of the world and other characters
to pursue their goals. However, where the focus of Tale-
Spin was to autonomously generate stories based on char-
acter problem solving using an early version of hierarchi-
cal task network planning, Crosston Tavern simulates, via
a combination of goal decomposition and heuristic action
selection, the daily actions that the characters talk with the
player about each evening.

Prom Week (McCoy et al. 2013) is another game built
around simulated actions, this time focusing almost exclu-
sively on those in the social sphere. Set in the week before
prom in an average American high school, players help di-
rect a cast of high schoolers through a series of social puz-
zles to get them ready for prom. What actions are available
to a given character is determined by the rule-based util-
ity system CiF (McCoy et al. 2014). CiF and its succes-
sor system the Ensemble Engine (Samuel et al. 2015) use
these influence rules to decide which goals an NPC wants to
pursue during the desire formation phase, and which action
to perform towards the goal during intent formation. While
Crosston Tavern also manages and pursues character goals,
it makes use of goal decomposition and weights actions ac-
cording to how well they accomplish goals rather than via
authored influence rules.

Versu (Evans and Short 2014) and its logic-based agent
model Praxis is a social simulation architecture organized
around social practices, shared social contexts that pro-
vide context-specific actions and state sequencing to charac-
ters. Action selection occurs heuristically via one-step look-
ahead comparing against agent goals. Similarly to social
practices, world features in Crosston Tavern, such as a pond
or field, provide context-appropriate actions to characters.
While action-selection also takes place heuristically by com-
paring action outcomes against goals, sequencing occurs via
goal decomposition rather than via the state-machine-like
sequencing of social practices.

Talk of the Town (Ryan 2018; Ryan et al. 2015) is a social
simulation that models knowledge propagation and mutation
that was used in the live action game Bad News (Samuel
et al. 2016). NPCs in their simulated world observe physi-
cal and social traits of others around them and share these
observations with one another. As they propagate this in-
formation, their observations can mutate, either unintention-
ally as characters misremember or intentionally as charac-
ters lie. Similarly, the NPCs of Crosston Tavern maintain
separate subjective models of world state that they use for
goal decomposition and action selection. Rather than Talk
of the Town’s focus on modeling primarily physical trait
knowledge, Crosston Tavern focuses on modeling knowl-
edge about world locations and resources (supporting the
resource mechanics) and theory of mind models of social
state (e.g. what A thinks B thinks about A) supporting the
social dynamics. While Talk of the Town associated confi-

dence values with knowledge to support knowledge change
over time, Crosston Tavern NPCs do immediate knowledge
updating.

In contrast to Crosston Tavern, CiF (McCoy et al. 2014)
characters share global knowledge, including knowledge of
global preferences of cultural props (e.g. zombie movies and
roses). Crosston Tavern NPCs have individual item prefer-
ences (in the current implementation, primarily food) and
individually modeled knowledge of other character’s prefer-
ences. Part of the gameplay is telling other characters these
preferences as the player learns them, supporting the NPCs
in activities such as gift giving.

Description of Gameplay
Gameplay begins with one of the three NPCs entering the
player’s bar. After exchanging greetings and ordering food,
the player is able to ask the NPC questions such as what
the NPC did that day, what their goals are, and what they
think of other NPCs, as well as offer advice about actions
to pursue and share knowledge about other NPCs and the
world (Figure 1).

The answers NPCs provide to these questions are derived
directly from the state of the world simulation that hap-
pens between each night at the bar. For example, the player
might ask “What did you do today?” This queries the NPC’s
knowledge base of remembered events and filters for the
ones that happened on the current day. These events are then
curated to a short list of “interesting” (from the NPCs point
of view at least) events to tell the player.

By sharing knowledge with characters about other char-
acters activities, such as their foraging exploits, this updates
the character’s knowledge of the world, indirectly influenc-
ing their actions during the next simulation phase. Direct
suggestions from the player are registered with the NPC as
high priority goals. Up to three such goals can be specified
for each NPC, and remain in effect until the player tells the
NPC to stop pursuing them, though other character goals,
including goals determined via decomposition, will be pur-
sued in parallel.

The player is not given a specific gameplay goal to pur-
sue, though many possibilities are suggested through con-
versation with the characters, such as helping or hindering
them in their professions and manipulating the relationships
between the NPCs. At the start of the game, the three NPCs
are in a love triangle to provide the player with a fraught
social situation to work with.

System Description
The architecture can be split into two parts (Figure 2): the
world simulation and the conversation space (set in the
town’s tavern). The actions taken by NPCs in the world
simulation populate the content of NPCs’ dialogue in the
following conversation. Players can provide information or
suggestions to NPCs in the tavern’s, altering what actions
NPCs take in the simulated world.

Action selection in the world simulation consists of three
major subsystems: building the pool of possible actions
available to each NPC (the Action Builder), selecting which
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Figure 1: The player has a variety of things they can say to an NPC. Pictured are some of those that do not require any player
knowledge.

of those possible actions to take (the Action Heuristic Man-
ager), and executing and recording the results of the selected
action (the Action Execution Manager).

The conversation space consists of two subsystems: a sys-
tem for selecting the social moves available to the player
under the current context and for choosing the next response
for the NPC (the Conversation Engine) and the system for
turning the system representation of this data into English
text understandable by a human player (the Social Move Ver-
balizer).

Our approach to goal-based characters is richer than typi-
cally found in goal-based character architectures for games.
Our architecture includes autonomous goal setting via the
goal modules (in contrast to many goal-based characters
which maintain a fixed hierarchy of goals), theory of mind,
reasoning about probabilistic effects, parallel goals, and
opinion formation based on outcomes. While all of these
features can be found individually in different goal-based
agent architectures, they are rarely integrated into a single
game AI architecture to enable gameplay. We describe each
of these systems in more detail below.

Goal Management
NPC goals change with their changing knowledge of the
world context. Since this can change with every action taken,
these goals must be regenerated before action selection at
each time step in the simulation.

Goal modules are used to specify a prerequisite and a
collection of goals to pursue if that prerequisite is true. In
Crosston Tavern, each character has the same collection of
goal modules. As an example, each character has a goal
module that determines when a character would have the
goal of dating another character. The prerequiste for this
goal is: the actor feels an above threshold romantic attrac-
tion towards the target, the actor has the highest romantic

attraction towards the target out of all the characters, and the
actor and target are not currently dating.

This allows the NPC’s goals to change to reflect their cur-
rent opinions or understanding of world state. For example,
the game beings with Sammy in love with Finley and so
having the goal to date them. However, through player inter-
action, Avery may become the most romantically attractive
character to Sammy, causing them to drop their goal of dat-
ing Finley and activate a goal of dating Avery.

In Crosston Tavern, the goal modules currently include:

• Dating (active as described above)

• Becoming best friends (active when the friendship rela-
tion is above a threshold)

• Becoming mortal enemies (active when the friendship re-
lation is below a threshold)

• Improving profession skills (active if they have a particu-
lar profession)

• Eating food they like (active when they have that food in
their possession).

These are all considered top-level goals and direct their gen-
eral behavior. Top level goals can also be activated through
the player’s conversation with characters.

From these top-level goals, additional subgoals are cre-
ated from the preconditions of actions or probability modi-
fiers of outcomes that would help progress that goal. Action
preconditions require certain world state values, while prob-
ability modifiers (which we discuss in more detail below)
result in higher probabilities if those values are above cer-
tain thresholds. Example action preconditions and outcome
modifiers that result in subgoal creation include inventory
items, relationship values with characters, and the profes-
sion skill level.
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Figure 2: Crosston Tavern alternates between characters taking simulated action in the World Simulation during the day and
talking with the player in the Conversation Space at night.

Character Actions
Similarly to Probabilistic PDDL (Younes 2003), actions in
Crosston Tavern have probabilistic effects. Thus, unbound
actions are represented by preconditions, a list of potential
effects and their probabilities, and a list of variables that re-
quire binding. Once goals have been determined and action
selection for a given simulation timestep has resulted in an
executed action, the fully specified and executed action re-
membered in a character’s memory includes:

• who took the action (the actor)

• what they acted on (the feature or character)

• where and when the action took place

• reasons for taking the action (weighed against goals)

• a list of rejected and invalid alternatives

• a list of realized effects (the actual results of the action).

These completed action representations are used to generate
question and answers during the player’s conversation with
characters.

Actions with probabilistic outcomes may have static prob-
abilities for each outcome or probabilities computed as a
function of the bound state. For dynamic probabilities, the
basic construct linearly interpolates between two thresholds
from 0-100% for state variables that take numeric values,
such as NPC relationships, inventory items, or skill levels.
These individual state variable interpolations can be com-

bined via multiplication, addition and inversion to create a
wide range of dynamic probabilities for outcomes.

Below we describe the subsystems responsible for action
selection and execution.

Action Builder. The Action Builder is responsible for cre-
ating the list of bound potential actions that a character could
execute, including the actions offered by features in a char-
acter’s current location. This includes binding potential ac-
tion targets as well as objects involved in actions (e.g. gift
items being transferred in a gifting action).

Action Heuristic Manager. The Action Heuristic Man-
ager weighs how much the character wants to perform each
of the bound actions against their goals and selects one for
execution from among the highest weighted actions.

To determine action weightings, action effects are com-
pared against goals. The desire for any given effect is cal-
culated based on how well the effect advances the NPC’s
progress toward a goal multiplied by the weight of the given
goal, summed over all the NPC’s goals. The sum of an
NPC’s desire for each effect to occur is then multiplied by
the chance that outcome will occur, then added to the val-
ues obtained by the other potential outcomes. Each pair of
goal and effect that progresses that goal are recorded as part
of the “reason” this action is desirable. This is used to an-
swer questions during the conversation with the player. The
action to execute is selected probabilistically among the top
five weighted actions.
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Action Execution Manager. Here the action selected for
execution changes the simulated world state based on the
outcome effects. In cases where the action has multiple prob-
abilistic outcomes, an outcome is first selected based on the
computed (or static) probabilities. Note that this set of po-
tential outcomes may be different than what the character
considered in the Action Heuristic Manager, as the charac-
ter may not have yet learned about all the possible effects
(e.g. the possible fish that can be caught or vegetables for-
aged at a particular fishing or foraging location). In addition
to changing the true world state, the actor’s knowledge of
the world state and memory of actions that have occurred,
as well as the knowledge of memory of any characters in the
same location, are updated.

The actor also forms an opinion about how they feel about
that action based largely on what they thought the results of
the action were going to be versus what the actual results
turned out to be. This is done by comparing the actual results
against the probabilities determined by the Action Heuristic
Manager to determine whether the outcome was disappoint-
ing or exciting. This opinion is used during conversation to
filter what actions NPCs tell the player about when reporting
their day.

Conversation Space
Crosston Tavern’s play takes place in the form of conversa-
tions with NPCs. The player and the NPCs take turns tak-
ing actions, called social moves to differentiate them from
the actions taken in the world simulation. Each social move
consists of an abstract description of the move being made
and, optionally, a list of references to world state (referred
to as “facts”) being conveyed by the social move. For exam-
ple, when the NPC tells the player about their day they are
taking the tellAboutDayEvents social move accompanied by
a collection of discrete events from the most recent day. We
shall discuss the structure of these social moves and the facts
they may contain below.

Which move (or moves) is available, with which facts at-
tached, is determined by the Conversation Engine. It has two
primary responsibilities: picking the single move taken by
the NPCs each turn and providing the list of social move
options to the player. Then, once either chosen for the NPC
to say or included as an option in the player’s menu of di-
alogue choices, each move is then converted into readable
English that the players can understand via the Conversation
Verbalizer.

Facts included in social moves are learned by the lis-
tener, updating the listener’s understanding of their simu-
lated world. This process is symmetrical between the player
and NPC, as both store their understanding of world state
in an identical manner. Through this modeling of player
knowledge, we can include among their dialogue options
statements about facts the player has learned about. Through
these statements, the player can subtly influence the actions
of other NPCs. For more direct control, the player also has
the ability to suggest new goals for the NPCs to pursue, al-
lowing the player to push the world state in wildly varying
directions.

Conversation Engine. Both the player and the NPC in a
given conversation have a dedicated conversation engine that
is responsible for selecting what social moves are appropri-
ate in the given context. The primary difference between
the two versions of this system is how many social moves
they return when given input. The Barkeep Engine (the one
which handles the player’s side) generally returns many so-
cial moves for the player to choose from while the Patron
Engine (the one that handles the NPC’s side) always returns
a singular social move for the NPC to say to the player.
Additionally, which social moves are generally available to
each side is different. Every social move has its own set of
appropriate responses, usually generated from a generic so-
cial move and either the speaker’s knowledge of world state
or the facts attached to the prompt.

Patron Engine. The Patron Engine always returns a single
social move in response to any prompt. For every question
the player can ask and every statement the player can make,
the Patron Engine can generate a response. In most cases, for
a given abstract social move, there is an appropriate abstract
of social move to use in response. These pairings were au-
thored during the design of this system. For example, for any
askAboutGoals social move, a patron should respond with
a tellAboutGoals social move. Of course the details of the
tellAboutGoals move will be determined dynamically from
the NPC’s knowledge.

There are cases, however, where there is more than one
social move as a potential response. This occurs most
frequently when potential responses were designed to be
equally relevant to the prompt and can thus be selected ran-
domly to provide variety to the NPC’s responses. The re-
sponse to greet is an example of this. In other cases, how-
ever, there are multiple responses because there could be
multiple reactions to a player’s statement or answers to a
player’s question. For example, when the player tells an
NPC about the item preferences of another (tellPreference
social move) the NPC can either respond that they already
knew that fact or that this is new information for them as
appropriate.

Barkeep Engine. The single biggest difference between
the conversation engine for the player and the conversation
engine for the patron is that the one for the player usually
returns many social moves instead of just one. For example,
in response to the NPC asking for a food recommendation
(askForRecomendation), the barkeep engine will return a set
of recommend social moves, one bound to each food item,
to be presented in the player’s dialog menu.

For many social moves the NPC may make, there are no
specific barkeep potential responses. In this case, the Bar-
keep Engine responds with a list of player social moves cor-
responding to a “main dialogue menu.” These include static
social moves such as askAboutGoals or askAboutDayHigh-
lights as well as social moves generated off of the player’s
knowledge base such as a tellAction move for each executed
action the player has learned about.

Verbalization. To display both dialog menus and re-
sponses in readable English text, we generate natural lan-
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guage from social move repesentations. This is done us-
ing hierarchical templates, a combination of context-free
grammars such as Tracery (Compton, Kybartas, and Mateas
2015), with templates conditioned on world state. The hi-
erarchical decomposition consists of three main levels: the
top-level grammar patterns for social moves, intermediate
level patterns for facts that are referenced in social moves,
and lowest-level patterns to reference objects and low level
world state. Intermediate level patterns have variations for
handling past, present and future tense. Low level pat-
terns handle generic, singular and plural forms, for example
“stewed trout’, “a bowl of stewed trout” and “many bowls
of stewed trout’. Additionally, the pattern language includes
general support for pronoun substitutions.

Interaction Between World Simulation and
Conversation Space
The core of the gameplay loop is the player indirectly influ-
encing the world simulation though conversation, with the
world simulation then determining the options and answers
in the next round of conversation. As an example of game-
play, the player may want to pair up Sammy and Avery ro-
mantically. Since Avery already likes Sammy, the player’s
focus should be on helping Avery get Sammy to like them
more. One method to do this would be for Avery to give
Sammy their favorite food: strawberry cake. Sammy is not
at all shy about telling the barkeep that they love strawberry
cake, so it quickly becomes an option to tell Avery. Once
Avery knows that Sammy loves strawberry cake, their Goal
Manager is able to unroll Avery’s “I want to date Sammy”
goal into the desire to “give Sammy a strawberry cake”. To
give a strawberry cake, though, Avery needs to first have a
strawberry cake, opening up crafting and foraging subgoals
that the player can help with.

The player can also suggest actions for the NPCs to per-
form. Players can use this for good or for ill, for example
suggesting characters “ask out” others, either because the
player knows they both secretly love each other and they
just need that last push, or because they wish to sour re-
lations between two characters that don’t feel that way to-
ward each other. Additionally, suggestions can be used to
tell NPCs about actions they didn’t know were available in
the world simulation.

Evaluation
In evaluating Crosston Tavern, we had seven participants
do initial playtesting on the game demo. Players were first
asked about their experience with video games. This in-
cluded what genres of games they typically play and if they
had any experience specifically with Farming Sims, Animal
Crossing, or the Sims. These were selected to be of particu-
lar interest as Crosston Tavern is meant to be an experience
in the same larger genre of casual social game as these three.

Participants were then asked to play the game for at least
twenty minutes but were allowed to continue for as long as
they wanted up to fifty minutes. They were asked to think
aloud as they played, and we took notes on their reactions.

It was suggested that players try to manipulate the relation-
ships between the NPCs.

After participants were finished, we asked a series of fol-
low up questions:
• Did you enjoy yourself?
• Did you find what the NPCs had to say interesting?
• Did you feel you were able to manipulate their relation-

ships?
• Was there anything you wanted to ask the NPCs or say to

them that you were unable to?
• Were there any particular moments that stick out to you

from your playthrough?
• Would you have liked to talk to more townies, or was it

too much juggling three as it was?
• Would you have liked to hear about the actions of addi-

tional background characters who did not show up in the
bar?

Discussion
Overall, the reception of Crosston Tavern was positive, with
players saying they enjoyed playing it. The average playtime
was about half an hour, with the longest playtime forcefully
ended at fifty minutes. Two players stated they wanted to
play it more after the playtest was complete.

Most playtesters reported finding the dialogue initially in-
teresting but that they quickly found the way in which the
NPCs talked repetitive. One playtester enjoyed the repeti-
tiveness of the dialogue, saying it was “nonsensical” but that
“it was natural to the setting”. Of the things the NPCs said,
most playtesters reported being more interested in dialogue
about inter-character relationships and were less interested
in statements about the physical state of the world or re-
source collection.

Frequently players tried to romantically pair up charac-
ters. A few players changed their minds about who they
wanted to help get together over the course of play as
they learned more about the character’s interactions. For ex-
ample, one player had initially wanted to pair Finley and
Sammy, but after hearing Finley had turned Sammy down
and then insulted them they switched their goals to support-
ing Sammy and Avery.

A smaller number of players wanted to see all three char-
acters get along as friends (or at least actively did not want
them to be enemies), although only one player said this was
their primary goal.

One player, partway through play, decided to become “an
agent of chaos” with the explicit goal of causing drama
and driving wedges between the characters. This particular
player expressed an almost guilty pleasure in purposefully
suggesting actions to the NPCs which would sour their re-
lationships, such as suggesting they insult one another. Fre-
quently they said things such as, “Oh, god, I feel so bad. I
am a terrible person” while grinning ear to ear at the chaos
their most recent action had sown.

Another player expressed a similar sentiment. They de-
scribed the feeling of playing Crosston Tavern that of be-
ing responsible for the lives of the NPCs. That “there is
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guilt attached to messing up but also delight” and that they
liked “the hubris in the responsibility because the animals
do whatever you tell them to.”

Unfortunately, not every playtester felt that their actions
strongly affected the NPCs. Two of the seven playtesters re-
ported feeling like they were unable to manipulate the world
state, while another three described it as feeling like their
ability to change things was moderate or would be more pro-
nounced given a longer playtime. The two who felt most
strongly that their actions affected the system were those
who had (accidentally or intentionally) ruined a relationship
between two characters.

Overall, players were reasonably satisfied with the range
of things they could say to the NPCs. A few players wished
that there were more dialogue options relating to character
relationships, for example, they wanted to tell Sammy about
Finley’s opinion of Avery, while the current system only al-
lowed the player to tell Sammy what Finley might think of
Sammy or what Avery might think of Sammy.

When asked if there were any moments that stood out to
players, most replied with an event centered on the NPC’s
emotions. Examples include Finley entering the bar frus-
trated three days in a row, Sammy crying as they told the
player about being rejected in asking out Finley, and charac-
ters blushing after being told their crush likes them. Players
also strongly remembered events which they felt responsi-
ble for or which they felt some guilt about, such as when
they lied to one of the characters about how another NPC
felt about them or when they heard their suggested action
backfired.

When asked how players felt about the size of the cast,
opinions were largely unanimous. All players agreed that
three cast members were the minimum that sounded inter-
esting. This makes sense as all players showed the most
interest in inter-NPC relations and reducing the cast size
from three to two greatly reduces the potential character dy-
namics. Some players suggested that perhaps starting with
a smaller number of NPCs per night, then selecting three to
visit from a larger cast as the nights progress might be in-
teresting as well. Additionally, there was overwhelming in-
terest in having a cast of background characters who do not
appear in the bar but which the bar patrons talk about. This
was part of the original plan but was cut because of time
constraints.

Overall, most players were most interested in the social
relationships between NPCs as well as events that triggered
an emotional response in those NPCs while dialogue related
to resource gathering was considered significantly less inter-
esting or noteworthy. Interestingly, however, several players
mentioned liking that NPCs had non-relationship goals, even
though those goals largely had to do with resource-gathering
actions. One player mentioned that “it was cute that the char-
acters all had their own goals” and that it was “almost more
interesting than the dating stuff”.

Conclusion
Crosston Tavern is an exploration of an AI-based game de-
sign featuring conversational interaction with a character
simulation. We have attempted to flip the standard roles of

NPCs and players in video games, by having the player take
a supporting role in helping NPCs accomplish their goals.
NPCs autonomously pursue their personal goals within a
simulated world and report on those actions and their under-
standing of the world during conversations with the player.
The player uses this reporting to guide the NPCs in their
efforts, either by sharing information or suggesting specific
actions to take next.

Initial playtests have been positive. Players are excited by
the potential for drama this system supports. They suggest
there is much interest in exploring inter-NPC relationships
through gameplay and delight in seeing emotional reactions
from player action. We look forward to seeing this approach
to player-NPC interaction or inter-NPC relationships used in
future contexts and hope this is only the beginning for this
line of research and design.
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